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What is IBM Watson?

Interact with IBM Watson

Subject Matter Expertise
What is IBM Watson?

3 videos from Watson Website.

Discover IBM Watson?

How IBM Watson Learns?

IBM Watson and scaling expertise?
Watson app, it opens a windows and users can give it try.
Chat with Watson to discover new and upcoming movies by genre and rating.

Next
Explore IBM Watson

What is IBM Watson?

Subject Matter Expertise

Interact with IBM Watson
Subject Matter Expertise

- The Era of Cognitive Systems: An Inside Look at IBM Watson and How it Works
- Transforming the Way Organizations Think with Cognitive Systems
- An Ecosystem of Innovation: Creating Cognitive Applications Powered by Watson
- Creating Cognitive Applications Powered by IBM Watson: Getting started with the API
- Your Cognitive future Part 1: The evolution of cognitive
- Your Cognitive future Part 2: Kick-starting your cognitive journey
- Your cognitive future in government
- Your cognitive future in banking and financial market

Click on the mail icon to add interesting files to the shopping basket and send it to yourself.
The Era of Cognitive Systems: An Inside Look at IBM Watson and How It Works

- Learn how cognitive systems like IBM Watson can revolutionize how we think, act, and innovate.
- Understand the historical and current applications of IBM Watson.
- See how Watson enables businesses and organizations to transform their operations.

Click on the mail icon to add interesting files to the shopping basket and send it to yourself.
Email to then be received.

Subject: Explore IBM Watson @ IBM Client Centre London

Thank you for taking the time to Explore IBM Watson today at IBM Client Centre. We hope you found this experience informative and useful.

Below are links to the content you requested through our touch system.


If you would like to speak to us further about this topic, please contact:

Florian Guely
Watson Explorer Digital Sales
FGuely@ie.ibm.com

Thank you,

George P. Johnson on behalf of IBM
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